
For Questions Call 1-888-882-1350

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR 
12v DL-41 MINI FLOOD LIGHT

INSTALLATION FOR  DL-41 

NOTE: To prevent electrical shock, disconnect transformer from
electrical supply before installation or service.

1. Thread FA-03 Black ABS stake onto bottom of swivel.
2. Route lead wire to main 12V supply cable and make connection.  
 We recommend our FA-05 Quick Connector (sold  separately.)
3. Provide 12V power to fixture and check for proper operation.

NOTE: All mounting stakes can be pressed or hammered into the 
ground with a standard hammer or rubber mallet. We recommend 
our Focus FT-01 Stake Installation Tool. Always leave the top 
1" section of the stake above ground to help isolate the metal 
from potentially corrosive soils. Fixture wire should be buried 
underground to prevent detachment and for a clean look.

LAMP INSTALLATION/REPLACEMENT 
1. Turn off power.
2. Remove two (2) screws closest to the bottom base (flat side) of the fixture using  
 a #2 Phillips screwdriver
3. Holding onto bottom base and sides of housing gently pull housing off of the  
 base. Be careful not to touch or put pressure on the lens.
4. Pull Bi-Pin light bulb away from socket to release. Replace with correct Bi-Pin  
 light bulb type and wattage marked on fixture label.
5. Reinstall housing onto base and tighten two (2) screws to secure housing.

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS TO REDUCE THE RISK OF FIRE AND INJURY TO PERSONS:
1. Lamp gets hot quickly; turn off, unplug/disconnect and allow to cool down 
before replacing the light bulb.
2. DO NOT touch hot lens, use guard or enclosure.
3. DO NOT look into lamp when on.
4. Keep lamp away from materials that may burn.
5. Use only with wattage/lamp marked on fixture warning and instructions.
6. Use the correct light bulb base with the correct socket.
7. DO NOT touch lamp at anytime. Use a lint-free cloth when handling the 
Halogen light bulbs as oil from skin may damage lamp and shorten lamp life.
8. DO NOT operate fixture with missing or damaged shield or lens. 

CAUTION: Do not exceed maximum wattage marked on  
fixture label.
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